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The Apollo 16 builds on the original unit with feature variations clearly designed
to appeal more to professional setups. GEORGE SHILLING

n an identically-sized (i.e. deep and heavy)
1U case to the original Apollo, the Apollo 16
(UK£2,441 + VAT) provides (unsurprisingly)
16 x 16 analogue inputs and outputs on four
DB25 connectors (as compared to the original’s 8
x 8 on TRS jacks), plus a pair of XLR outputs for
the additional stereo Monitor path. Audio quality is
slightly improved over the already excellent original
Apollo and the aluminium-coloured front panel is
even sleeker. The 16 lacks the four microphone
preamps and headphone outputs of the original, so

the simpler front panel provides a bunch of status
lights (showing Host connection, Clock Int/Ext, Meter
Input-Output and Sample Rate), 16 clear and bright
LED bar meters with a button to flip to Input or Output
level display, and an illuminating UA logo serving as
a Power indicator. There’s a knurled Monitor volume/
encoder knob surrounded by a green level-setting
LED ring (metering is before this, pushing it mutes the
outputs and turns the ring red), stereo monitor output
meters (pre-Monitor knob), and a chunky Power
toggle. Retaining the Monitor volume knob seems a

little odd, as the project and professional studios that
the Apollo 16 targets will probably already have a
monitor controller.
Another interesting change to the connectivity is
a pair of MADI connectors instead of ADAT/S-MUX
although you can’t actually connect other MADI gear.
This connection is provided solely for connecting
two Apollo 16s together — combining Apollo 16
with an original Apollo is not supported — cleverly
enabling them to operate as a single system, with
32 x 32 analogue I-O, which should be enough for
most recording situations. There’s a unified Monitor
section and in place of the headphone outputs four
Cue mixes, plus two Aux buses of both units, all set
up from the Console application. SPDIF is also gone
but there are AES-EBU XLRs instead with settings
in the software for sample rate conversion, and an
option to mirror Monitor outputs. Word clock BNCs
are provided along with a 75Ohm termination button
and a reassuringly chunky XLR mains connector runs
to an inline brick. The review model was equipped
with the optional Thunderbolt card (UK£371 + VAT),
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providing two connections on the back of the unit,
the second enabling daisy-chaining. Having installed
the latest UAD software (7.7) and having ticked the
optional Apollo driver installer, I excitedly connected
this to my new FireWire-less Mac Pro (without
reading the instructions).
Disappointingly, there was a distinct lack of
communication between the Apollo and computer. It
turned out that a FireWire connection was required to
update firmware on this Apollo 16 to make the
Thunderbolt connection
work! Fortunately, an
adaptor cable was at
hand, and the Thunderbolt
connection proved to
be efficient and reliable. The
previously available setting in the UAD
software for assigning FireWire bandwidth
percentage is now absent, and the faster Thunderbolt
bus requires no user-management. Once the firmware
has been changed, the FireWire ports are unavailable
for host connection until a firmware downgrade is
performed — it’s one or the other, which could be a
nuisance if you need to swap to different vintages of
computer. However, the FireWire ports remain active
through the Thunderbolt connection as a hub for hard
drives and suchlike. A small bonus is that the unit
will happily operate in standalone mode (using its last
established state with the Console software), although
any UAD plug-ins will not be available.
In terms of UAD-2 processing, the 16 comes with
Quad SHARC processors — there is no Duo option,
nor (as yet) an Octo. But you can combine up to four
UAD devices that will be authorised with all your
plug-ins. Incidentally, I was surprised to discover that
apart from the newer Octo, UAD-2 PCIe cards are not
compatible with the new cylindrical Mac Pro.

The Console has been given a few tweaks in recent
software updates. There is a useful new Virtual I-O
feature that allows the routing of Virtual Instruments
or other DAW tracks directly into the Console to
add real-time UAD plug-ins with lower latency than
when adding these to tracks in the DAW. These
show up as extra outputs in the DAW when the
Apollo’s default outputs are called up, so you
can use the excellent amp modelling
plug-ins like the Chandler, Softube
and Engl while tracking real and
virtual instruments. Without an Apollo,
the latency makes these pretty unusable
except postrecording, by which time you’ve
probably settled on a lower latency alternative.
Unfortunately the Console still only allows for global
Monitor or Recording modes, determining whether
inserted plug-ins are in the record path or just on the
monitor. Hopefully this might become switchable on a
per-channel basis in the future, as a combination of the
two modes would certainly be more useful, especially
when tracking more than one source.
Including the AES and Monitor connections, the
Apollo 16 actually provides 18 inputs and 20 outputs,
which is pretty generous. A new ‘PT Mode’ option
in the separate Console Settings app provides null
values at inputs 1 and 2, so can use all 16 Hardware
Inserts in Pro Tools without problems caused by the
monitor outputs misaligning the output numbers. In
this app are settings for +4/10dB switching for each
pair of outputs, Clock Source, meter Clip and Peak
Hold times, and so on. UAD plug-ins are fully AAX
64, so all the benefits of Pro Tools 11 can be enjoyed
including dynamic plug-in processing and offline
bounce, although it does seem that UAD plug-ins in
the session cause the latter to run significantly slower
than when using purely native plug-ins.

Using the Console, latency is all but eliminated,
even when running multiple UAD plug-ins, either
for monitoring purposes, or when recording through
them. The Console uses its own delay compensation
system, and everything works extremely elegantly.
Monitoring using the Console is straightforward,
with easy-to-use drop-down menus to send Cues to
particular outputs. Each pair of channels has a handy
Link button to make them stereo, with just one set
of plug-in slots. Software monitoring is disabled in
Pro Tools by selecting Low Latency Monitoring,
but this makes punch-ins something of a nuisance,
as there is no easy way to emulate tape machine
behaviour and mute the input signal between
punches. From a performer’s point of view, there is
usually no problem hearing input signal all the time,
but it makes the engineer/producer’s job harder when
judging repairs.
Overall the Apollo 16 is a terrific unit, clearly more
suited to existing studio setups (with mic preamps
and headphone amps) than the original Apollo. There
are still some workflow improvements possible, but
the quality of the audio — I-O and plug-ins — is topnotch, and the low-latency aspect of the Apollo makes
this a fantastic centrepiece to any studio setup. n

PROS

High quality convertors; Real-time UAD
processing with very low latency; up to 32
I-O (with two units); silent operation (no fan).

CONS

Won’t integrate neatly with original
Apollo; no Octo version; some operational
inconveniences.
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